IATA Cargo Messaging

Hans’ IATA Cargo messaging software system enables Freight Forwarders to send FWB/FHL and receive FSU/RCS (shipment status) messages electronically to Airlines as per IATA e-AWB and e-freight initiatives.

The Air Waybill (AWB) is the single most important transportation document in air cargo. By adopting its electronic counterpart, the e-AWB, the airfreight industry is taking a significant step towards eliminating numerous paper documents involved in today’s air cargo processes – and eliminating various costly sources of errors along the way, too.

The benefits associated with e-AWB are shared between all stakeholders including regulators. The most important benefits are the following:

- **Reduced costs**: Eliminates purchase costs for preprinted paper AWB, reduces AWB printing and archiving costs.
- **Higher productivity**: Eliminates repeat data entry. Gives real time access to AWB information, and reduces cargo handling delays due to missing or illegible paper AWB. Enables detection of errors prior to submitting the physical freight, no waiting time for processing paper AWB at airline desk.
- **Better reliability**: No risk of losing documents and reduced number of errors.
- **Regulatory compliance**: Authorized by international treaties regulating air cargo transport; contributing to advanced reporting requirements.
- **Paving the way towards e-freight**: Helps you take the first step towards paper free air cargo, involving fewer stakeholders.

Hans Infomatic’s value delivery in Customs and Freight Forwarding software solutions

- Simplified processes and increased work flow efficiency
- Company-wide visibility at all times
- Removes duplicate work and increases productivity
- Simplifying interaction with Customs and other Regulatory bodies
- Better customer communication
- Increase revenue and profitability

In the Logistics and Supply Chain Industry, including Freight Forwarding; Customs Broking; Shipping and Aviation, Hans Infomatic Pvt. Ltd. has empowered and carved a niche for itself by providing domain enriched, emphatic & cost effective technology solutions. Hans is a CMMI Level 3 company. It is promoted by professionals with over 25 years of experience in the software industry. We are based out of Noida, in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, India.
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